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DISCLAIMER
BlueBRIDGE (675680) is a Research and Innovation Action (RIA) co-funded by the
European Commission under the Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme
The goal of BlueBRIDGE, Building Research environments for fostering Innovation,
Decision making, Governance and Education to support Blue growth, is to support
capacity building in interdisciplinary research communities actively involved in
increasing the scientific knowledge of the marine environment, its living
resources, and its economy with the aim of providing a better ground for
informed advice to competent authorities and to enlarge the spectrum of growth
opportunities as addressed by the Blue Growth societal challenge.
This document contains information on BlueBRIDGE core activities, findings and
outcomes and it may also contain contributions from distinguished experts who
contribute as BlueBRIDGE Board members. Any reference to content in this
document should clearly indicate the authors, source, organisation and publication date.
The document has been produced with the funding of the European Commission. The content of this
publication is the sole responsibility of the BlueBRIDGE Consortium and its experts, and it cannot be
considered to reflect the views of the European Commission. The authors of this document have taken any
available measure in order for its content to be accurate, consistent and lawful. However, neither the
project consortium as a whole nor the individual partners that implicitly or explicitly participated the
creation and publication of this document hold any sort of responsibility that might occur as a result of
using its content.
The European Union (EU) was established in accordance with the Treaty on the European Union
(Maastricht). There are currently 27 member states of the European Union. It is based on the European
Communities and the member states’ cooperation in the fields of Common Foreign and Security Policy and
Justice and Home Affairs. The five main institutions of the European Union are the European Parliament,
the Council of Ministers, the European Commission, the Court of Justice, and the Court of Auditors
(http://europa.eu.int/).
Copyright © The BlueBRIDGE Consortium 2015. See http://www.bluebridge-vres.eu for details on the copyright
holders.
For more information on the project, its partners and contributors please see http://www.i-marine.eu/. You are
permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document containing this copyright notice, but modifying this
document is not allowed. You are permitted to copy this document in whole or in part into other documents if you
attach the following reference to the copied elements: “Copyright © The BlueBRIDGE Consortium 2015.”
The information contained in this document represents the views of the BlueBRIDGE Consortium as of the date they
are published. The BlueBRIDGE Consortium does not guarantee that any information contained herein is error-free, or
up to date. THE BlueBRIDGE CONSORTIUM MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, BY
PUBLISHING THIS DOCUMENT.
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DELIVERABLE SUMMARY
Deliverable D6.1 Blue Economy VRE Specification is an on-line document that aims to present the
requirements, the specifications and the design of the solution that assembles the blue economy VREs. The
The Deliverable is available on project’s wiki under the following location:
https://support.d4science.org/projects/bluebridge/wiki/D_6_1
It is expected to evolve under the principles of the agile methodology that BlueBRIDGE project is following.
The Deliverable is structured in two areas handling the two clusters of Blue Economy VRE’s (which
correspond to T6.1 and T6.2. of project DoA):
•
•

Performance evaluation, bench-marking and decision making in aquaculture VRE Specification (Blue
Economy VRE#1);
Strategic Investment analysis and Scientific Planning/Alerting VRE Specification (Blue Economy
VRE#2);

In each VRE cluster the following aspects are captured by the specification document:
•
•
•
•
•

Use cases;
Specifications of key elements not pertaining to typical software engineering tasks;
Enumeration of the stakeholders expected to be involved in VREs;
Design aspects covering architecture, technologies and new UI elements;
Resources involved in VRE provisioning, be it nodes, datasets or infrastructure services.

As the first full version of the deliverable describes, six major use cases are being defined, three per VRE
cluster, however more are expected to be identified, which combined with the functional requirements are
leading to a number of additional VRE’s compared to the ones originally described. Use cases of each VRE
class fall under the same functional cluster, yet additional services are required for each particular use case.
Among the use cases one (Scientific / Environmental Planning / Alerting) needs further specialization once
Blue Assesment and Blue Environment pillars provide their respective use cases. A common requirement,
yet with different functional perspectives from each VRE cluster, is the Skill Building use case that targets
aquaculture executives and academic course students. Via those elements WP8 will be provided with
simulation tooling for production and investment analysis for delivery its courses.
Other important findings of the VRE specification process is the diversity of data resources required by its
use cases, which span imagery, vector and tabular data leading to diverse technologies for their handling
and the needs for data confidentiality assurance (internal data sets).
Finally a number of opportunities for enriching and exploiting the gCube technology and the D4Science
infrastructure have been identified, briefly enumerated in deliverable’s resources section, and a number of
tickets have been issued for monitoring their implementation.
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